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Addison Morton
Clinton, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Addison will be attending Law school. He looks forward to a career after his studies.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My PPL 101 Class.

Alex Crouch
Glen Ellyn, IL

**Plans After Graduation:** Alex will be moving to Washington, D.C. in late June to begin his career in federal public service.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory has been attending the summer Lott student meet and greet at BGR in DC over the past two summers. It was fun meeting with prospective students and hearing about our fellow students’ internships and jobs.

Anderson Helton
Brandon, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Anderson will be moving to Washington, D.C. and beginning his career on Capitol Hill as Senator Roger Wicker’s special assistant.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Taking Ethics with my friend Robert Grady Pickering.
Ann Morgan Lamar
Meridian, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Ann Morgan will be attending the Peabody College at Vanderbilt University in the fall to receive her MPP. She is excited to move to Nashville and continue her education.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Running the Lott Instagram! #lottytoddy

---

Ann Weston Sistrunk
Springfield, MO

**Plans After Graduation:** Immediately following graduation, Ann Weston will begin a summer internship at the American Medical Group Association in Alexandria, Virginia prior to beginning graduate school. In August, Ann Weston will be moving to Minneapolis to pursue a Master in Healthcare Administration in the School of Public Health at the University of Minnesota.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** I was so scared of Dr. Holland after my first PPL 101 class that I called a Lott alum who was so confused by my worrying and then reassured me that Dr. Holland was one of his favorite professors and that I would be fine. And here I am today, I made it!

---

Caroline Heavey
Germantown, TN

**Plans After Graduation:** Caroline will be attending law school at Ole Miss and clerking at Tannehill, Carmean, & McKenzie, PLLC in Oxford.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory is from my service learning project in my 101 class. That project helped me get involved with the local LOU community and reminded me to make my college experience about more than just myself. The lesson I learned from that project helped guide my entire college career.
Caroline Steward  
Holly Springs, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Caroline will be attending The University of Mississippi School of Law.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** The first day of PPL 101 is such a sweet memory. I was terrified. Thinking about how much I have learned and grown since then is incredible.

Catrina Curtis  
Nesbit, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Catrina will be attending William & Mary Law School in Williamsburg, Virginia, in the fall. She hopes to practice election law in Washington, D.C. upon graduating with her J.D.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** I’ve always loved walking into the first day of a class and seeing everyone after a break and already knowing almost everyone in the class with you.

Chauncey L Mullins  
Tupelo, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Chauncey will be working in Oxford during the year and plans to attend Law School in the near future.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Taking Dr. Holland’s Food Policy class over the summer. I have never eaten more delicious food in my life.
**Dottie Reid**  
*Oxford, MS*

**Plans After Graduation:** Starting this summer, Dottie will begin her time as a teacher in the Mississippi Teacher Corps. In the fall, she will be teaching math at North Panola Middle School in Sardis, Mississippi for the next two years while earning a MA of Education from the University of Mississippi. She looks forward to the joys and challenges of teaching middle schoolers.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Education policy with Dr. Bass because I figured out that I was really passionate in education policy in Mississippi.

---

**Eliza Lundy**  
*Ridgeland, MS*

**Plans After Graduation:** Eliza will be moving to Washington D.C. at the beginning of June to work for Mississippi Congressman, Michael Guest.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Celebrating the end of our Grant Writing winter session class with a class wide Popeyes lunch date.

---

**Erin Larkin**  
*Mckinney, TX*

**Plans After Graduation:** Erin will be spending the next year working for a nonprofit in Dallas. She will then pursue her hopes in attending law school in 2020 to study human rights law.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Using the Lott printer to save all of my last minute assignments I forgot had to be printed.
Evan Dean
Raleigh, NC

**Plans After Graduation:** Following graduation, Evan will be moving to Washington, D.C. to work in political strategy and policy advocacy. He then hopes to further his education by attending law school.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Dr. Holland’s PPL 101 class.

Hailey McKee
Dyersburg, TN

**Plans After Graduation:** Hailey looks forward to pursuing her master’s in public relations at Boston University this fall. She eagerly anticipates learning more about herself and her field in this exciting new stage of life.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory was eating tons of fried food at Mississippi on the Mall in D.C. in summer 2018.

Hallie Gillam
Memphis, TN

**Plans After Graduation:** Hallie will be attending Belmont College of Law in Nashville, TN pursuing her Juris Doctorate. She is excited about the next three years and plans on working in healthcare or public interest.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** I will never forget spending the summer in DC with my Lott friends interning with our Representatives and Senators!
**Plans After Graduation:** Jack will be spending his summer in Washington D.C. interning for Georgia Senator David Perdue and will be attending the University of Georgia School of Law this coming Fall.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite memory of PPL was completing my policy brief titled The Decline of the American Manufacturing Industry Resulting from NAFTA. This topic was very interesting to me and I attended several hearings in Washington D.C. covering this topic. It was very cool to see how what we study in the Lott institute plays out in the real world.

---

**Jack Sullivan**
Oxford, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Jack will be joining the Mississippi Teacher Corps for the next two years. He is excited to impact his students lives while receiving his Master’s degree through Ole Miss.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory is registering people to vote in Oxford as a part of Dr. Bass’ Civic Engagement class.

---

**Jackson Colburn**
Tuscaloosa, AL

**Plans After Graduation:** In the fall, Jackson will be attending the Hugh F. Culverhouse Jr. School of Law at the University of Alabama, where he plans on studying corporate law.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Dr. Holland’s Pre-Class Conversations/Discussions.
Jarrius Adams  
Hattiesburg, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Jarrius will be working with Jim Hood on his campaign for Governor of Mississippi. After that, he will attend law school at a Historically Black College.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Having Dr. Bass yell at me for interrupting her while she was giving instructions.

Jeff Becker  
Fenton, MO

**Plans After Graduation:** Jeffrey will be attending the Saint Louis University School of Law in the fall. He is eagerly anticipating taking this next step towards his dream of becoming an attorney.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Dr. Fritz’s Ethics Class.

John Strickland  
Knoxville, TN

**Plans After Graduation:** Following graduation, John will be moving to Atlanta, Georgia to begin his career with a commercial transportation insurance company, Marquee Insurance Group, as a national sales representative.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** The pleasure of having Dr. Sellar as a professor.
Katherine Sistrunk  
Springfield, MO

**Plans After Graduation:** Katherine looks forward to attending the Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing in the fall where she will be working toward her Master of Science in Nursing degree, while also pursuing her interests in health policy and public health. She hopes to eventually pursue a Doctoral degree and work as a nurse and policy leader in the realm of health care.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Studying abroad in China with the Lott Leadership Institute in the Summer of 2016!

Keveon Taylor  
Merigold, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Keveon will continue his education at the University of Mississippi School of Law.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Studying Abroad in Mexico.

Laryssa McBeath  
Brandon, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Laryssa will be moving to Huntsville, AL, to pursue a career of federal public service.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory goes all the way back to August 2015. I remember walking up to the CME building for Lott orientation, scared of the unknown. As soon as I entered the room, I saw smiling faces and immediately met so many wonderful people. I have enjoyed getting to know Lott students, staff, and faculty over the past four years.
Levi Bevis  
Florence, AL

**Plans After Graduation:** Levi will move to Washington, D.C. this summer to pursue work on Capitol Hill. After working in Washington, D.C., Levi plans to attend law school.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory is the Lott orientation during my freshman year. I had no idea what was in store for me, if I would fit in with this group. The orientation, however, showed me that I belonged here, and I met some people who became life-long friends through that experience.

Mallie Imbler  
Tupelo, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Mallie will be moving to Washington D.C. to pursue a career in public service in Senator Wicker’s office as his staff assistant. She is excited to pursue her passion for policymaking in the nation’s capital.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory is getting to spend last summer interning in D.C. with all of my Lott friends! I am so thankful for all of the friendships I have made through the Lott Institute over the past four years!

Margaret Hay  
West Point, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Margaret is excited to be joining the Johnson Service Corps in Chapel Hill, North Carolina where she will be paired with a local non-profit for a year of service. After her service year, she plans to attend law school in order to pursue a career in public interest law.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** My favorite Lott memory is celebrating the 4th of July in DC with my Lott friends while we were interning there last summer.
Mary Margaret Strange
Baton Rouge, LA

Plans After Graduation: Mary Margaret will be pursuing a master’s degree at Tulane in New Orleans, Louisiana next fall.

Favorite Lott Memory: PPL 382: Geography of Religion and Belief Systems with Dr. Rutherford.

Morgan Cannon
Loxley, AL

Plans After Graduation: Morgan will be attending the University of Southern California next year to pursue a Masters in Accountancy with an emphasis in Data Analytics and hopes to earn her CPA during this time. Following, she will be starting full-time with KPMG as an Experienced Associate in their Dallas Audit Practice.

Favorite Lott Memory: When Mallie Imbler worked at the White House and got me into the 4th of July Party on the South Lawn.

Olivia Heuser
Olive Branch, MS

Plans After Graduation: Olivia will spend her summer traveling to maine on a motorcycle road trip, and will spend the next year planning her wedding to fellow ppl grad Dylan Fink and applying for jobs.

Favorite Lott Memory: Studying abroad in China with Dr. Chen.
Favorite Lott Memory: When finishing my paper for Holland’s grant writing class, I left all my stuff in the Lott building while I picked up friends. Nobody was in Lott and the doors were locked when I got back, so I climbed through the back windows because they were open. Still to this day, the highest I’ve ever jumped.

Plans After Graduation: Raven will be attending law school in the fall. She is eager to obtain her Juris Doctor and champion legal causes for the greater good of society.

Favorite Lott Memory: My favorite memory in the Lott Institute is spending my summer studying abroad in Pachuca, Mexico.

Plans After Graduation: Reagan will be attending the Paul M. Hebert Law Center at Louisiana State University in the fall. She aspires to pursue a career in immigration law.

Favorite Lott Memory: I loved both my study abroad trip in Mexico and my time spent last summer interning in D.C. I made countless memories and friends because of these two incredible opportunities!
Sarah Leonhard
Fairhope, AL

**Plans After Graduation:** I will be moving to Dallas to pursue a career in non-profit organizations concerning community-based outreach.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Dr. Bass’ Women and Public Policy Class.

Taylor Knipp
Omaha, NE

**Plans After Graduation:** Taylor will be commissioning as an Air Force 2nd Lieutenant, Force Support Officer. She will begin her career at Hurlburt Field, Florida, Air Force Special Operations Command. She will also be pursuing her Masters in International Relations at American University.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Freshmen year with Raylea where we went through recruitment and ended up in the same sorority. We annoyed Dr. Holland so much because we couldn’t stop talking, then we wore matching shirts for the next week.

Tristin Young
Oxford, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Tristin will spend the summer working at the Lott Institute and continuing to do research for future publication. Then, he will transition to DC to pursue a career in policy.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Getting involved in debate.
Walker Oglesby
Birmingham, AL

**Plans After Graduation:** Walker is planning on doing commercial real estate finance in Nashville or Charlotte.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** All the friends I have meet through the program.

Wesley Rule
Rigeland, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Wesley will be pursuing a Master of Divinity degree at Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Kansas City, Missouri.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** The discussions in the classroom and the friendships formed. It is great to see what everyone is doing and is fun to look back to what we were all like freshman year.

Wister Hitt
Yazoo City, MS

**Plans After Graduation:** Upon graduation, Wister will begin work at the White House in Washington D.C. in the National Economic Council as a Staff Assistant.

**Favorite Lott Memory:** Dr. Holland’s 101 class.
Plans After Graduation: Zachary will be attending law school next year. He will be spending his summer traveling and deciding where he wants to attend law school.

Favorite Lott Memory: Learning that writing your first PPL research paper the night before is a terrible idea.

We are so proud of all of our Lott graduates and all that they have accomplished throughout their years in the program. We hope your time in the Lott Institute has been filled with learning, love, and the best memories. We wish you the best of luck in all of your future endeavors and we cannot wait to see what you all do next! Also, be sure to stay in contact with us for upcoming information on our second, and your first, Lott Alumni Weekend in the fall!
The Lott Advisory Board would like to thank all students, faculty, and staff for such a great year! We hope that this year was nothing but the best for you and we cannot wait to be back with our returning students in the fall and welcome the Lott Class of 2023!

As this school year comes to a close, we know that most of you are preparing to do incredible things with your summers. We want to hear all about it and show you off! So when you finish and make your way back to Oxford, please email details about your summer to lottpublicrelations@gmail.com to be featured in the Back to School Edition of the Newsletter!

P.S: INCLUDE PHOTOS!!

INSTITUTE CONTACTS:
Mr. Gottshall - billyg@olemiss.edu - 662.915.3189
Dr. Chen - wchen3@olemiss.edu - 662.915.7545
Mrs. Crystal - cjones@olemiss.edu - 662.915.7347
Mrs. Melissa - melissaj@olemiss.edu - 662.915.3189